
Now, for the first time, we are obliged to understand what the readers really want. Now is the time to 

take risks, to be curious, to accept the inevitable mistakes that are to come in near future. A digital 

wave is moving toward traditional print publishing. Are you ready to profit from the changes ahead? 

Digital distribution promises cost savings and, more importantly, access to new cloudy global 

markets that serves educational institutions, students and research-based libraries of open source. 

 

You can put even 4,000 ebooks, daily newspapers & magazines in a single eBook reader light device 

of only 380gms – 7 inch digital wonder box - price less than 8000 taka app. This eBook device can 

create new contents with various functions movie, audio, interactive and what not, that are 

impossible in paper books, and add more attractive services of academic libraries for bulk lending. 

In Bangladesh the eBook devices is spreading very fast, such as smart phones, eReaders and tablets. 

 

Your readers can buy eBooks 24-hours from anywhere and cheaper then pirated photocopies. 

Chapters can be utilizing for cheap purchase for students by password protected server lend by 

libraries on the classification of specific academic subjects. It will be actual & virtual photocopy.  

Pirates cannot beat your price and enter your distribution network with Digital Restrictions 

Management (DRM).  

 

You can also make free byproducts digital ebooks using your exiting composing process of Quark, 

Illustrator, InDesign, Scribus, PageMaker and any other software - by converting the 

composed/edited text to Android, TXT, EPUB, FB2, HTML, PDB, PDF, DOC for Mobile, Mobi, Kindle, 

Amazon ereader and IPAD devices.                                                                       Free consultation available   

 

Digital publishing in Bangladesh would not be a complex undertaking, although a fascinating and 

inevitable one. The great wave of digitalization is here, and it’s here to stay. So, grab your surfboard 

and let’s have some fun, but with national united value, entrepreneurship and global NANO 

technology based eBusiness! So, the Nation need OCR (Optical Character Recognition) used to 

convert robotic scanned text documents to editable text files or to convert paper books to eBooks. 

 

An eBook is a digitized virtual property contains epub, PDF or text images, audio and video. They 

can be read, viewed and noted on a laptop, smart phone, PDA and eBook reader device and sold 

through cloud outlets backup by a secured server, i.e. webs or hardware. Depending on the length, 

quality and content of your eBook you can sell on reasonable price. This price is not less than the 

PRINT PRICE. So, you the innovative publisher have full liberty to do business as you will sit in 

dashboard with full control on price, payments, global distribution/marketing and copyright.  

 

Next year we will present you more than 160,000 titles procuring from hundreds of global academic 

publishers. Downloading 600000 free ebooks for you also, get your password.  

 

Please register for special offer with appointment: Rukunuddin Ahmed (Mobile 01821100313)  
If you are to enter in the Digital Publishing era, please fill up the attached file DBP BACK and return.  
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